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Abstract 
 
 This communication follows a previous work concerning indirect 
electrochemical reduction of dyes [1] and its application on dyeing control with sulphur 
dyes. 
 The study concerns the cathodic peak intensity variation with sulphur dye C.I. 
Leuco Sulphur Black 1 (Black Diresul RDT liq.) concentration, in the presence of a 
mediator, iron/triethanolamine (FeIII/TEA), in alkaline media. 
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1.Introduction 
 



 Earlier cyclic voltammetric studies with glass carbon electrodes [1] showed a 
linear correlation between cathodic peak intensity and dye concentration. Experimental 
conditions, namely, pH value and mediator electron-transfer potential [2] are on the 
limit of glass carbon application as working electrode material [3,4]. The observed 
electrode behaviour changes made the reduction peak detection more difficult [5]. 
 In consequence of these facts, other materials were studied in order to be used as 
working electrodes. The results showed that copper allows a higher electron-transfer 
reversibility, as well as their reproducibility [5]. 
 
 
2.Experimental 
 
Apparatus 
 
 A three-electrode cell was used: copper working electrode (Ø 4 mm, 
Radiometer) platinum counter electrode (Ingold), saturated calomel reference electrode, 
SCE (Ingold). This cell was connected to a HI-TEK PPR 1 wave generator and a HI-
TEK DT 2101 potentiostat, as previous scheme [1,5]. A data acquisition program 
(Picolog) was incorporated in a connected computer. 
 
 
Materials and Solutions 
 
 The mediator system was used in an earlier tested composition [5]. The cyclic 
voltammetric experiments were obtained at 25±0,1°C, with a [-800, -1200 mV] 
potential sweep and a 20 mVs-1 scanning rate. 
 
 
3.Results and Discussion 
 
 Figure 1 represents the cyclic voltammogram for the mediator system FeIII/TEA. 
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Fig.1. Cyclic voltammogram for the mediator system  
5 gL-1Fe2(SO4)3.x H2O ; 4 gL-1TEA ; 8 gL-1NaOH  

  
 

In figure 2, mediator system voltammograms in the presence of dye are presented. 
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Fig.2. Cyclic voltammograms for the mediator system in the presence of dye 

 0.8a,1.6b,2.4c,3.2d gL-1  
 
 



 Figure 1 analysis shows that, in these experimental conditions, Fe3+-TEA/Fe2+-
TEA electron-transfer occurs reversibly, at a potential near to  -1092 mV vs ESC [2]. 
 In the presence of dye, figure 2, the anodic peak desappearence is detected, 
which agrees with a non electrodic mediator oxidation, due to the reduction of the dye 
into the solution[2]. An increase in cathodic peak intensity is also observed. This 
variation can be explained by  an increase in mediator system action with dye 
concentration [2]. 
 Figure 3 represents the relation between cathodic peak intensity and dye 
concentration, in the considered experimental conditions. 
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Fig.3.Cathodic peak intensity and dye concentration relation 

  
 With least-squares method a correlation was established between cathodic peak 
intensity and dye concentration, with a coefficient of 0,990. 
 
 
4.Conclusions 
 
 Considering all the presented experimental results we can conclude that, in the 
case of the studied sulphur dye, C.I. Leuco Sulphur Black 1 (Black Diresul RDT liq.) is 
possible to establish, in aqueous solution, a linear correlation between cathodic peak 
intensity and its concentration. 
 This relation seems to be independent of electrode material [2], being this one 
appropriate to pH and potential conditions. 



 These experimental results were obtained for aqueous solutions of the dye.The 
application of this technique to dyeing baths control will require a study with more 
complex solutions, of composition similar to those founded in dyeing processes to 
check the interference of the other chemicals products. 
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